Year 3 Spring Term
Curriculum Letter 2020
Happy New Year! It has been lovely to welcome the children back to school this week. The children have come
back ready to learn and we have already begun to learn new facts and skills and we are very excited by the
activities we have planned this term.

Spring 1
Our Topic this half term is Map Skills
In English we will be looking at

Spring 2
In English this half term we will be looking at Aesop’s
fables and writing our own. We will be looking at

persuasive texts and the children will be

narrative and how fables have meanings. In Maths we

writing their own piece of persuasive

are going to be learning to use money, measure length

writing.

and work with fractions.

In Maths we are focusing on addition

In Science we will be looking at plants. The

and subtraction. We will also be looking

different parts of a plant

at multiplication and division. In Science

and how they get their

we are looking at animals including

food.

humans, including how our muscles and
skeleton work.

Our Topic this half term
continues with map skills, we will be learning how to

Our Design and Technology work this half term will be

plot coordinates and use a compass.

all about food! We will learn how to create different
food items. We are lucky enough to have Spanish in

Our Art this term will be painting London landscapes

Year 3 with Mr Pinto which will be every Tuesday.

and looking at different artists. Spanish will continue on
a Tuesday with Mr Pinto.

In PSHE we will be looking at “Dreams and Goals”

Our PSHE will be looking at “Healthy Me”, we will be

looking at what children can achieve and what their

looking at how children can be healthy with food and

dreams are.

exercise.

Our PE days are Monday and Thursday. Every child is expected to have a kit, with shoes or trainers, in school
every day. Please ensure earrings are removed as we cannot do that for the children.
To support your children at home, we ask that you listen to them read, practise the spellings sent home weekly
and complete any maths tasks. We will be doing weekly spelling tests and a times table test.
Thank you for your continued support. If you have any questions or concerns feel free to speak to me after
school or contact me on Class Dojo. I look forward to a fantastic new year with you all! Miss Stead

